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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

Sparkle Precision Sdn Bhd manufactures stationeries for office usage. Some of its products are ink stamp, marker, and highlighter. However, production line of EK300 marker pen can be run more efficiently when with some improvement. Current assembly line for EK300 marker pen consists of automated and manual machines. The manual machine on the assembly line is currently the bottleneck of the operation. In this research, improvement in machine design and machine system for the manual machines was proposed. The proposed improvement in design and system resulted in a conversion to a fully automated system. The study proposed the new machine design by the use of Solidwork software. Simulation of the new proposed automated system was carried out also using Solidwork by which the cycle time was estimated. The proposed machine system design was simulated using CX Programmer software. Based on the simulations, the cycle time was reduced by 53%. Based on the ROI analysis, the investment can be recovered within a month of production run using the new proposed automated system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Sparkle Precision Sdn Bhd is a company that manufactures office stationary such as highlight, marker pen and ink. This company main process is shaping plastic using Injection Molding Process. This company also partners with Shachihata (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. Sparkle Precision Sdn. Bhd. divides its operation into three departments which are molding department, assembly department and ink department.

One of Sparkle Precision Sdn. Bhd.’s products is pen model EK 300. The manufacturing line to produce this product consists of automated and manual manufacturing cells. The entire line is manned by two operators. Since the assembly line is not fully automated, the output for manual cell of the line is significantly less than that of the automated parts of the manufacturing cell. Because of that, the manual cell becomes the bottleneck of the manufacturing lines causing intermittent stoppage of the automated line. In addition to that, the manual cell also causes high rejection since the pen capping process was in manual approached.

1.2 Problem Statement

The pen assembly line can be divided into automated and manual sections. Ink injected process is fully automated but the pen capping process is manually operated. Since the pen capping process is manually operated, it becomes the bottleneck, causing the upstream automated process need to be stopped intermittently. Due to
this, the operator has to work faster, causing fatigue and carelessness which contributed to high product defects.

1.3 Objective

In order to solve the imbalance between manual and automated sections of the manufacturing lines, the overall aim of this project is to resolve the bottleneck issue at manual capping process. The specific objectives of this project are
- To design the automated capping process
- To simulate the automated capping process
- To perform the ROI analysis of the automated line proposal.

1.4 Scope

The automation system design was carried out for EK300 marker pen capping process at Sparkle Precision Sdn Bhd. The design work included the mechanical, pneumatic, and a PLC ladder diagram. Simulation of the proposed automation system was carried out using Solidworks and CX Programmer.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides the basic knowledge for the project finding by researchers and the methodology used by other researchers was summarized. This chapter also includes a SPSB background.

2.1 Company Background

SPSB was established on 20 August 1996 with factory area of 3000 sq ft. It operates at Teaching Factory, Industrial Center Park, UTM. Teaching Factory is a zone for manufacturing or business operations, which is being nurtured through entrepreneurial development programs. It acts as a source base to firm and institution for technology transfer. The ‘hands on’ short term programs conducted also aimed to address current and future skilled labor shortage in the industries. UTM Teaching Factory was established under the Techno Skill Program funded by Ministry Youth & Sport Malaysia. The core actions are injection of plastic components, provide a technical assistant service to industry and skills training center.
Figure 2.1 shows the process for EK300. During the manufacturing and assembling process, quality inspections were done twice in order to make sure that the marker pens produced are of high quality and fulfill customer requirement. In assembly team, a multiple sub process was involved in order to produce EK300. All process has a standard procedure to prevent unsystematic work flow and decrease reject.

### 2.2 Assembling Process of EK300

EK300 is a marker pen designed by Shachihata (M) Sdn Bhd. Some of the assembling process utilized automated machine in order to increase productivity and reduce manual labor dependency.
Figure 2.2 shows six components of EK300 product. All the components were assembled using the automated assembling machine. The automated assembly station assembles plug, filter and nib to the body of the marker pen. The capping process utilizes manual system.
Figure 2.3 shows a layout of EK300 assembly line. Hopper body is used as a body storing part. Conveyor duty is to be transported body from one process to another process. Hopper nib, plug, filter and cap are used to storing each part based on their part. Automated assembly machine is utilized up to the nib assembly only. The capping process is manually done.

**Table 2.1: Graphical Process Description in Product Assembly Using EK300**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Figure" /></td>
<td>Pen body in machines hopper. This process is fully automated system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Figure" /></td>
<td>Body transports to filter and nib assembler to assembling that part. This process is fully automated system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ![Image](image1.jpg) | Body transports to the plug by conveyor.  
This is fully automated system |
|----------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| ![Image](image2.jpg) | Body transports to cap operator.  
This is fully automated system. |
2.3 Approaches in Capping Process Implementation.

This review summarized studies on capping process implementation in manual and automated mode for various products in relation to this research. Journal and article from another researcher were studied in order to identify possible approach that can be adopted for this research.

Andrew D. (2008) studied to the assembly of pen parts using semi automated system. This device used electric motor energy to move the cylinder to assemble the pen parts. In the proposed procedure pen parts were placed at the locator manually by operator as shown in Figure 2.4 shows the design of the semi-automated system for
the pen assembly process. The locator has a fool proving design for preventing orientation mistake by the operator.

According to Andrew D. (2008), the method to assemble pen parts is using semi automated system. This device uses electrical energy to move the cylinder to assemble the pen parts. The manual procedure in this method is all pen parts need to place at the locator by the operator.

Figure 2.4: Fixture for Pen Assemble Process (Andrew, 2008)

Bella V. (2009) studied a manual assembly of the pen using special fixtures as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Fixture of Pen Assembly (Bella, 2009)
Figure 2.5 shows the fixture of pen assembly by Bella V. This fixture was designed with locator and fool proving to prevent the operator place the pen in the wrong orientation.

Jeremy L.Z. (2008) studied a fully automated system by inserting ink in cartridge processing. Based on time study done after the implementation of the automation system, output for ink cartridge insertion process improved by 64 units per minute. The automated system has been designed using components such as sensor, cylinder, coil relay and limit switch.

2.3.1 Summary of Capping Process Implementation

After studying a journal and paper base on time study, the automated system was selected in order to fulfil the objective of this research. The automated system can increase the output of the capping assembly process.

2.4 Approaches in Automation Implementation

According to Groover P.M. (2008), automated can be explained by some system that can run the process or procedure without human assistance. Automated technology can be divided by 3 types which is numerical control, robotic technology and programmable logic controller.

According to Gunasekaran, S. (2005), robotic system for the food industry is good for mass production and prevents the chemical exposed. Robotic system was improved quality of the product, output and safety of operator. Since the robotic system is used, the huge cost and highly skilled operator are needed.
Figure 2.6 shows a computer vision during quality inspection in the quality inspection process. It uses computer vision to inspect a reject of the product. This method is useful in a mass production process.

According to Keviczky L. (2009), Mixer of concrete material can be developed by using Programmable Logic Control (PLC). It was used FPWin Pro software to create and testing the PLC ladder diagram. The PLC ladder diagram has been developed for data collection and truth table. This method is good, but it needs a programmer and software to fulfil the perfect PLC system.
Figure 2.7 shows about blending system for the concrete blending process. It uses a conveyor as transporting material. All process is controlled by PLC system. Since all process is automated system, 3 operators need to control the process.

According to James M. (2007), semiconductor can be manufactured perfectly by using a computer integrated manufacturing system (CIM). This system was used a CNC system where CNC system will control the movement of the machine. This system is suitable for accuracy of dimension and mass production is a main issue for certain process.

2.4.1 Summary of Automation review

Possible method in automation implementation is to use programmable logic control (PLC). The PLC ladder diagram can be created by using suitable software such as automation studio software.